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adidas Crazy 8 "Nightmare" special packaging exposure 2014-02-24 20:58:45
The old saying "clothes make the man, the Buddha by Gold," the phrase into the shoe body is the same reason, careful packaging is
undoubtedly better bring. Earlier exposure had this adidas Crazy ; 8 "Nightmare" the debut of a special package, peach pink
geometric-shaped metal box great grades, and especially tied up with ribbon. Arranged in a circle inside the blue LED lights,
gorgeous lighting effect against the background of the adidas Crazy 8 "Nightmare" extraordinary temperament, "Nightmare" theme
also will be prominent. 

Nike Air Force 1 Low Jewel once again exposed as a new color 2013-12-08 22:41:43 Nike Air Force 1 ; the 30th anniversary of a
new combination, naturally everyone's attention. Recently the network has exposed a variety of Nike Air Force 1 Low Jewel new color
version of the shoes, and today we bring you this pair of white red Nike Air Force 1 Low Jewel red tick has a new visual experience.

Nike Air Force 1 Low Jewel

Number: 488298-117

expected release date: 12/01/2012
Yesterday, "Corriere dello Sport," said the Inter Milan might want to buy C Ronaldo a news caused an uproar in European football,
because the C Lo's agent George - Mendes and Jose Mourinho, the Nerazzurri Quaresma generals brokers are the same person, so
that the original may seem far-fetched rumors become more credible.

in less than 24 hours after the "Corriere dello Sport" broke the news, awful rumors, there has been new progress: Inter Milan's shirt
sponsor, but also C Lo now club Manchester United's shirt sponsor Nike, intentionally facilitate the transfer. The European media also
analysts believe the acquisition of Real Madrid in the summer, an important reason for the failure of its C-sponsor Adidas is difficult
to accept sponsorship by Nike shoes after C Luo came to the Bernabeu to advertise its competitors.

always pay attention to this matter, "Corriere dello Sport" on Thursday claimed that Nike is now very interested in participating in the
Ronaldo transfer them to, this sports giant hopes to use the partnership with Manchester United and Inter Milan both to facilitate
matter, most of them want to see results make its two star C Luo and Zlatan Ibrahimovic as his teammates play together, so as to
achieve the best publicity Nike.

"Corriere dello Sport," said Inter's main sponsor Pirelli Group also intends to be ready to spend more money under the
circumstances to achieve C Luo transfer. Nike and Pirelli joint strength, even if Manchester United out of the astronomical buy
Ronaldo for Inter Milan is not difficult.

Italian media quickly found a Inter Milan President Massimo Moratti, hoping his mouth to get some news about C Ronaldo, Moratti
said outright: "Golden Globe Awards are given in Champions League's outstanding player, I have to admit that Ronaldo deserves
this honor. Transfers? June from now still early, these reports are the reporters of the invention, we now have a lot of high-level
players, I do not consider buying newcomer. "
As of next year's classic shoes Nike Air Max 90's 25th anniversary celebration, Nike has already this year began its campaign, the
network again recently released a pair of new color of the shoes, the design continues the iconic shape outline, choose black leather
and crocodile skin texture materials combined to create a constitution shoes, details in red rendering, and upper black formed a
strong sense of contrast. It is reported that the shoes will be officially on sale early in 2015, a friend might like to look at it then.

adidas D Lillrad 2 new color release 2015-09-22 14:05:33



A few days ago we introduce the adidas D Lillrad a new color 2, with excellent color design to get everyone's attention. Today the
network again brought us a pair of shoes of the new color, the designer water blue build, with white details of the design, the overall
color of fresh cool head, let us joy. The shoes are currently no available information exposed, and interested friends may wish to
continue to look at it. 
; 

Ross kiss adidas D Rose 5 Boost preseason debut 2014-10-08 14:45:13
In the last month before the end of the men's basketball World Cup, we ushered in the return from injury of Ross, accompanied by
adidas to build its new boots adidas D Rose 5 Boost, although we have seen Ross wearing new boots campaign stadium figure, but
after all, he was not in the "site" on. On these two days of preseason, we again see this little figure rose bloom Windy City, although
the game is to end up lost, but we can see Ross again stood on the court, I think it can be considered a a blessing. 
; 

Vans Era "Vintage Pack" series 2013-12-08 22:57:08 Vans time for everyone to bring Vintage Pack series, this series has a retro
atmosphere, inspired by the past, this choice is color instead of color tone shoes. The minimalist retro shoes mainly, and join the
waffle sole, Zhuo feel for fashion. Interested friends may wish to focus slightly.
Solefly x Air Jordan 3 Saturday officially unveiled 2014-07-15 10:13:15
; months ago as we reported in a pair of well-known stores in Miami and Jordan Brand Solefly jointly built a Air ; Jordan 3. but did not
release specific commercial information, but exposed a lot of shoes picture details , and recently exposed the shop, that is, the shoes
will be on Saturday it will be formally released on July 19. In Miami Hangar Gallery, with the United States can receive free tickets
admission card. 
; 

;

adidas Consortium ZX420 new color release 2014-11-10 21:43:44
recently released a pair of adidas was born in 1988 classic shoes ZX420, and to build a pair of new color, overwhelmed by the
choice of designer suede and leather with a combination of materials, mesh toe as the main material, improve the overall shoe
breathability, color to be blue rendering, elegant purple modified details, shoes overall retro atmosphere filled with rich, addictive, it is
learned that the shoes have been able to reach in some online shop too, a friend might like to look at it. 
; 

Undefeated x CONVERSE Star Player Hi debut 2013-12-08 22:42:08 fashion giant Undefeated recently teamed up again
CONVERSE, launched cooperation section of ; Star Player Hi shoes. This called & quot; Born Not Made & quot; the Star Player Hi
revealing a vintage Vintage taste, khaki and navy is also very easy to match with clothing, is a very easy to control cooperation shoes,
heel Undefeated bronzing Logo is particularly striking. This version has been in cooperation Undefeated official website shelves, like
a friend can not miss.

Nike Eric Koston 1 crystal mint tushang 2013-12-08 23:00:25 Nike Eric Koston 1 and then a new color crystal mint, this shoe shape
has been very popular in recent years, the upper cover black muntjac leather, with crystal-like light mint green embellishment, people
feel the touch of summer fresh, like it might concern this shoe oh.
; ; ; Chinese shoes network Sept. 19 hearing in Anta, Xtep, after 3610, Quanzhou will be added to a "sports upstart." September 15,
Quanzhou Peak officially announced, Olympic sports will be listed on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange on September 29, which will be
landed in Hong Kong capital market, the first six domestic sports shoes and apparel manufacturers. 

The Olympic sports will be on sale for about 420 million shares at an issue price of HK $ 3.55-4.55 per share. Pick 2009 forecast full-
year net profit of not less than HK $ 682 million, earnings per share of not less than HK $ 0.325. Issue price of HK $ 3.55-4.55
calculated price-earnings ratio of between 11.09 to 14.22. 



By this calculation, the total market capitalization after the listing Pick between HK $ 7,448,000,000 -95.45 million. Statistics show
that Olympic sports chairman Xu Jing Nan family will hold about 61% stake in Olympic sports, including chairman Xu Jing Nan and
his wife were holding approximately 17.5 percent, Xu Jing Nan Hua Xu and Xu's two sons were holding up about 13%. 

According to one estimate, Xiamen investment bank, even if only in order to release the lower range of HK $ 3.55 per share, not
counting the over-allotment option, after listing a wealth Jingnan will not be less than HK $ 4.5 billion. 

Olympic sports prospectus said the proceeds of fund-raising, 48.3 percent will be used for advertising and marketing; 18.8% for the
purchase of new machinery and equipment; 15.6% to expand the sales network, and the rest is used research and development,
improve the management of information systems and general use. 

Olympic mainly produces sports footwear and apparel products, for the three Chinese sports shoes and one of the most well-known
brand of basketball shoes, the company in the country has 5,600 owned or franchisee stores. 2008 Olympic sales of about 2 billion
yuan in the first half of 2009 sales of about 1.4 billion yuan, an increase of 60%.
2013 autumn and winter, Miu Miu (Miu Miu) brand new low-heeled shoes, as many love to wear high heels but was worried about the
girls hard gospel. You are not also one of it? Wish Xiaobian together with Kazakhstan show appreciation Miu Miu (Miu Miu) 2013
new shoes
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